Resource Roundup

Reflecting on and engaging in critical conversations about race, identity, and bias:
📖 Read: Understanding Oppression: Strategies in Addressing Power and Privilege, Leticia Nieto and Margot F. Boyer
📖 Read: Understanding Implicit Bias: What Educators Should Know, Cheryl Staats
💭 Reflect: Implicit Association Test (IAT), Project Implicit
👥 Engage with Peers: Anti-Bias Toolkit, UnboundEd
💭 Reflect: Let’s Talk! Facilitating Critical Conversations with Students, Learning for Justice

Getting to know your students:
📖 Read: Listening to Students, Elena Aguilar
👥 Engage: Student-Facing Surveys, Panorama Education
👥 Engage: Identity Charts, Facing History and Ourselves

Culturally relevant pedagogy, as defined by Dr. Gloria Ladson-Billings:
📖 Read: But That’s Just Good Teaching! The Case for Culturally Relevant Pedagogy, Gloria Ladson-Billings
📖 Read: Toward a Theory of Culturally Relevant Pedagogy, Gloria Ladson-Billings
▶ Watch or Read: Rethinking Intervention with Dr. Gloria-Ladson Billings, Instruction Partners

Text complexity and considerations for text selection and use with students:
📖 Read: Mirrors, Windows, and Sliding Glass Doors, Rudine Sims Bishop
📖 Read: Navigating Complex Text: What Students Need to Know and What to Teach, Lexia Learning
📖 Read: What Does Text Complexity Mean for English Learners and Language Minority Students?, Lily Wong Fillmore & Charles J. Fillmore
📖 Read: Placing Text at the Center of the Standards-Aligned ELA Classroom, Meredith Liben and Susan Pimentel
📖 Read: Cultivating Genius: How to Select Culturally and Historically Responsive Text, Gholdy Muhammad
👥 Engage: Supporting All Learners with Complex Texts, Student Achievement Partners

Identifying multicultural texts:
American Indian Children’s Literature
Asian/Pacific American Award for Literature
The Brown Bookshelf
The Coretta Scott King Book Awards
Jane Addams Children’s Book Award
Lectura Books: Award-Winning Bilingual Children’s Books
Lee & Low Books
Pura Belpré Award
Rainbow Book List
Social Justice Books
We Need Diverse Books